
Thompsons point is that Heidegger understands the history of the West as ahistory of epochal shifts that come to shape the way things are thought tobe, and how things appear for us

forces

 Bishop718question the posthuman future is to question all the good that has been pro-duced from the Enlightenment, liberalism, and indeed humanism

 After all,who can be against relieving the human estate? One becomes ridiculous, aluddite when questioning enhancement

 Here Thompson is providing his own interpretation of Identitat und Differenz (Heidegger, 1969, 139)

natural

The posthuman being may not look human at all and could be completelysynthetic artificial intelligences or could be the result of many smaller butcumulatively profound augmentations of a biological human (Bostrom,2003, 56)

 Thehuman animal, as a moment of achievement of the natural circulation ofpower coming into being, harnesses these creative evolutionary forces, high-lighting a different force, an ordering force that turns to order the chaoticforces

 By bio-politics, Foucault means something akin to power biology (Richardson,2004, 1213)

The earth, indeed, the whole universe emerges as natural resource, as a thingthat can be utilized in order to produce different kinds of power to effectchange

 Bostrom is also aproduct of a history, one which elevates the human will, one that seems todirect its power against the material conditions of its own possibility

Thus, the ontology of thinkers like Harris and Bostrom is a power ontology,where power circulates in the stops and starts of evolutionary biology

 I am sympathetic to Waters narration of how we move from human to posthuman; however, Idisagree with his understanding of the rise of modern science and technology

perceived

trans

Yet, I am not so concerned with the balancing of public and private goods;something deeper is covered over in such debates, and can be seen in bothHarris and Bostrom
 The story goes something like this: Thereis good science, with its own intrinsic criteria; there is good politics, with adifferent set of intrinsic criteria

 Things are raw materials ornatural resources, lacking in any inherent value or meaning and only attain-ing meaning insofar as they can be put to some use by the ordering power
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 Heidegger on ontotheology: Technology and the politics of education

individuals

 As Heidegger notes, [t]echnology is a way of revealing(Heidegger, 1977, 12)

 Francis Bacon wasLord Chancellor of the proto-Britain, and a political operative his entire life

 In a passage that can be interpreted as a valorization of Greekthinking about techne, Heidegger briefly describes the relationship of the fourtraditional Aristotelian causes, showing that they cohered harmoniously inwhat he calls an occasioning, a kind of bringing together of causes such thatentities appear in the phenomenological sense

 The posthuman is a future beinga personwhoconstructs herself out of various technologies

 Modern sciences way of representing pursuesTranshumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God709and entraps nature as a calculable coherence of forces

essence

 Telei or final causes are post hoc additions either throughthe inscription of an individual will or through the addition of a political willor through a balancing of these two wills (Bostrom, 2003, 2005a)

 Thus, it is very difficult to politically gaintraction against the logic of enhancement because it frames the good in neb-ulous future goods that cannot be assessed except insofar as they are prom-issory notes, a promise of capitalization in the posthuman future

 For each, we just need a better political philosophy or set ofethical principles to manage the risks that any great achievement of our post-human destiny might produce, no doubt a noble task to which Bostrom andHarris are committed

 Earth and its fruits standready as a reserve of power (Heidegger, 1977, 1820) awaiting the next itera-tion of these creative forces

 The posthuman, although aspeculative projection into the future, will be very different than currenthumans:[Transhumanists] yearn to reach intellectual heights as far above any current humangenius as humans are above other primates; to be resistant to disease and imper-vious to aging; to have unlimited youth and vigor; to exercise control over theirown desires, moods, and mental states; to be able to avoid feeling tired, hateful, orirritated about petty things; to have an increased capacity for pleasure, love, artisticappreciation, and serenity; to experience novel states of consciousness that currenthuman brains cannot access (Bostrom, 2003, 5)

2Thus, ontology names the ousia, the proto-substance; yet, ontology takes on different historical character[s]: Phusis,Logos, Hen, Idea, Energeia, Substantiality, Objectivity, Subjectivity, Will, Willto Power, Will to Will (Heidegger, 1969, 66)

techne
 Once we understandbeings as the concatenations of forces in our contemporary ontology, onedoes not transgress, but only transcends human frailty

 Thehuman will is a product of the creative force of becoming, which turns forthe moment to master and control its own becoming

 There is always a political directionality to-ward which the scientific question is asked; knowledge is for the purpose ofrelieving the human estate (Bacon, 2000, 60 and 221/Book I, aphorism LXXIIIand Book II, Aphorism, LII)

 To question the posthuman futureis to be ridiculous, to be a bioconservative (Bostrom, 2005a), a priest or sagepedaling in fear, telling precautionary tales, according to Bostrom (2005b)

Indeed, the rights and interests of research subjects are just the rights andinterests of persons and must be balanced against comparable rightsand interests of other persons (Harris, 2007, 194)

Heidegger names the other stalk of metaphysics as theology, whichshould not be understood in a strictly religious sense, but in terms of thegod of the philosophers

 It was so politi-cized that the question was not should we proceed for the betterment ofsociety, but that society itself was perceived as a reservoir into which sciencecould tap

set
 Nature comes to be understoodas resource of power because it is creative evolutionary force

eugenic

moment

 Because physics, indeed already as pure theory, sets nature upto exhibit itself as a coherence of forces calculable in advance, it therefore ordersits experiments precisely for the purpose of asking whether and how nature reportsitself when set up in this way (Heidegger, 1977, 21)

 In other words, what if the philosophical defenses pro-posed by transhumanists are already tied up with power ontology?; what ifthe power of delimiting knowledge through scientific and biotechnologicaldeployment of that knowledge is always already tied up with the politicalregime within which it is born?; what if biotechnology is already a biopoliticsbecause already caught up in our contemporary ontotheological meta-physics? (Dreyfus, 1992; Bishop, 2009); and what if transhumanism is alreadywedded to a power theology, a subtle theology of the bermensch?VI

 Nick Agar makes a very similar point in a response to Bostroms claims about the good that theposthuman might engender

Kurzweil

 And the relief of the human estate is always al-ready politically defined

future

 These twoprinciples act as guiding principles that will both delimit and advance re-search on enhancement technologies

 They believed that freedom allowed knowledge to move forward andthe fruits of that knowledge offered more opportunities for people to pursueliberty

Bishop

politically

 A certain segment of the population was understood as detrimen-tal to the political life of Germany, and these lives were nothing more thanmere life, mere resource of power

 The history of the West, claims Heidegger,is a series of bifurcating understandings between Entities as such and Enti-ties as a whole, or put differently, between whatness and thatness, orput differently again, between essentia and existentia (Thompson, 2005,16)

Heidegger demonstrates how instrumental thinking has shifted significantlywhen technology comes to deploy the insights of modern physics (Heidegger,1977, 1214)

nology

Thus, the transhumanist is a technological optimist, who seeks to trans-form the human by overcoming merely human limitations

metaphysics

Hubert Dreyfus

 It looks for what component element all entities share incommon (Thompson, 2005, 14)

 With the humanwill to power, we see the creative force becoming the ordering force,directed toward a new telos, the posthuman, the highest of beings, perhapseven Being itself in the singularity, pure mental power (Kurzweil, 2006)

Alexander

society

 These powers or forces are the will to power that repeatedly bringsforth new life and new possibilities; but will must be understood differ-ently from agency

telos

Greek techne then acts to bring forth, without controlling

All three of these thinkers, as well as others, understood the relationshipof the new science and its technological products to the new politics of Eu-rope

Never mind that Harris misses a key point, namely that in Darwinianbecoming something quite different might emerge than what human en-hancement of evolution might produce

 Thus, the history of metaphysics, forHeidegger, is a history of onto-theology:What is an entity? can be heard as asking about either what makes an entity anentity (and thus as inquiring into the essence or whatness of entities as such)or about the way that an entity is an entity (and so searching for the existence orthatness of entities as a whole) (Thompson, 2005, 12)

Heidegger

In other words, for a time ontotheologies give a perhaps necessary appear-ance of ground (Thompson, 2005, 19)

 Both articulate in verystrong terms that, given the enormous power of technology, it should beregulated and controlled (Bostrom, 2003, 2005a; Harris, 2007, 12342)

Heidegger goes on to note that even Nietzsche, who is much less concernedwith being and much more concerned with becoming, thinks theologicallywhen he thinks the existentia of the totality by proclaiming the eternal re-turn of the same; after all, eternal recurrence is not just the way that the total-ity of entities exists 

physics

 INTRODUCTIONTranshumanism is an intellectual and cultural movement, whose proponentsdeclare themselves to be heirs of humanism and Enlightenment philosophy(Bostrom, 2005a, 203)

 Nietzsche proclaims that thereare no foundations for being, just an unbroken succession of one metaphys-ically grounded epoch arising from the ashes of the metaphysics that pre-ceded it (Thompson, 2005, 22)

 It is indeed ironic that Nick Bostrom uses a precautionary tale to show how bioconservatives aremerely telling precautionary and false tales about dragons (Bostrom, 2005b)

 On the belief system of the transhumanists and their philosophicaland scientific apologists, the stance that nothing is natural is the same as say-ing everything is natural

 Bad politics can come to affect good science,and bad science often accompanies bad politics

material

story

telling liberalism

 I am of course referring to the essays by Foucault in Power/knowledge: Selected interviews andother writings 1972  1977 (pp

particular

14Thus, it seems that Bostrom and Harris are attempting to articulate boththe political and the ethical dimensions that would make stronger the weakfoundations of previous progressive philosophical positions of technologicalinnovation

 Even intelligibility becomes technologized, such that all thatthere is loses any meaning in itself and becomes resource standing by awaiting,not the chaotic, creative force, but the calculating force, a force that will cometo normalize and control the chaos

 Richardsons (2004, 1165) thesis is that Nietzsche, in his critiques of Darwin, was only trying todistance himself from Darwinian naturalism in order to make clear corrections to the few problem thathe found in Darwin

 Thompson here is summarizing Heidegger essay on the differences between technologicallanguage and traditional language (Heidegger, 1989, 1998)

estate

 For the Greeks, Phusis (nature) was the highest form of poiesis; it isthe bursting forth or the springing forth of something present to the senses

 Wefind in Western discourses on enhancement a rather nave discussion aboutthe nature of enhancement in a free society

becoming

 Bishop712education are the appropriate means by which to encourage others to make wisechoices, not a global ban on a broad range of potentially beneficial medical andother enhancement options (Bostrom, 2005a, 206)

The third form of proceduralist ethical constraint in scientific research setout by the Nuremberg Code is that science must be done for the good ofsociety

principles

 Thus, genealogy is needed to dig out the nonconcious creative force from the historicallyconstituted telei of conscious power

 THE ETHICS AND POLITICS OF TECHNO-LOGICFor the most part, a contemporary understanding of technology is that is itmere efficient cause, a means to achieve some given end
 Yet, for those like Harris and Bostrom, thesecreative forcesthis will to powerturns onto itself in human becoming

 Yet, Heidegger would claim thatfor us technology is not a bringing forth so much as it is challenging forth

 Metaphysics is ontology, when it thinks ofbeings with an eye for the ground that is common to all beings as such(Heidegger, 1969, 70/139)

technologies

 It was science, and thus it was politi-cal because all science is about controlling not only the experiment itself butalso the world more efficiently by knowing which variables to manipulatetoward something perceived as the greater good

 The historyof metaphysics, then, is a history of swinging between foundation and abyss,with the overturning of a previous ontotheology by the next ontotheology

 Yet in the contemporary epoch, technology has fun-damentally shifted our metaphysical thinking

entities

 Because people are likely to differ profoundly in their attitudes towardshuman enhancement technologies, it is crucial that no single solution be imposedon everyone from above, but that individuals get to consult their own consciencesas to what is right for themselves and their families

 Power/knowledge: Selected interviews and other writings 1972  1977(pp

 It should be noted that Bostrom (2005a) acknowledges that he hopes to avoid caricature ofthose like Kass and Fukuyama, but then he caricatures his detractors in a fable (2005b)

Harris

2005

Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God701The story goes then that transhumanism is a self-correcting philosophyaimed at improving the human species and is also able to control ormanage the potential risks and to maximize the benefits of enhancementtechnologies

question

 Theyoperate in the spirit of Bacons statement that the purpose of knowledge(and its technological fruits) is to relieve the human estate (Bacon, 2000, 60and 221/Book I, aphorism LXXIII and Book II, Aphorism, LII)

eduAfter describing Heideggers critique of metaphysics as ontotheol-ogy, I unpack the metaphysical assumptions of several transhu-manist philosophers

And Heidegger goes one step further in claiming that techneincluding thearts of handicraft, the arts of the mind, and the arts of the fine artsis also asubset of poiesis; they are something poietic (Heidegger, 1977, 13)

The ethically bad feature of our eugenic history is that these were government-imposed programs to enhance evolution by culling the unfit

 For Bostrom, Nazi science andBritish and American eugenics movements are instances of bad politicsmeeting bad science (Bostrom, 2005b, 203, 206)

The challenging forth of technologythe measuring of thingsdelimitsthose things that emerge as things to those features of things that are useful

relief

Nietzsche

enframing

 From human to posthuman: Christian theology and technology in a postmod-ern world

 HEIDEGGERS CRITIQUESSince Martin Heidegger did not treat his critiques of humanism and technol-ogy with the same systematicity as he did metaphysics in Sein und Zeit(1996)and since his work on metaphysics continued to develop wellbeyond its publicationI shall first have to offer an interpretation ofHeideggers early and later work

 Moreover, I simply cannot be exhaustive by examin-ing the writings of other transhumanist philosophers like Young (2005) orKurzweil (2006) or de Grey and Rae (2008), only to name a few

 but also their highest mode of existence (as the closestthe endless stream of becoming comes to being) (Thompson, 2005, 16)

 Thus, the biological human may require complete redesign ofthe human organism through genetic engineering, psychopharmacology,anti-aging therapies, neural interfaces, advanced information managementtools, memory enhancing drugs, wearable computers, and cognitive tech-niques (Bostrom, 2003, 6)

Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God705Nietzsche pulls the rug out from under this drive to provide foundationsfor essence, on the one hand, and existence, on the other, but the tensionbetween becoming and return is the same sort of tension between ontologyand theology

transhumanist

 The harsh power of politi-cal force gives way to the more subtle power of internalized social force inthe myth of the individual

 I have chosen to examine Harris becausethe analysis here offered speaks not only to transhumanists but also to thephilosophical spirit that animates our current research and the hope for ourbiotechnological future

intellectual

 Thompson states:For Heidegger, then, Nietzsches legacy is our nihilistic cybernetic epoch of en-framing, which can only enact its own groundless metaphysical presuppositions byincreasingly quantifying the qualitativereducing all intelligibility to that which canbe stockpiled as bivalent, programmable information9and by leveling down allattempts to justify human meaning to empty optimization imperatives like: Get themost out of your potential! (Thompson, 2005, 22)

 Humankind produces technology as a means to achieve variousends (Heidegger, 1977, 34), and one merely has to apply the proper ethicsand politics to the various means to achieve the ends (Bostrom, 2005a;Harris, 2007)

Thompson

 However, Bostromseems to think the great tragedy of our eugenic past was that society fosteredevolutionary progress by technologically and politically intervening qua gov-ernment, rather than allowing particular individuals to decide for themselves(Bostrom, 2005a, 206)

existence

 On the one hand, we see the creativeevolutionary forceontologically productive, creative power

 For many of the early-modernphilosophers, effective control of the world for the good of humankind alsomeant political control, even while political control might have been in-vested in the individual

Kass

stage

2005b

The ordering provided by technology, literally the ordering techno-logic,marries together the creative power of evolution with the power of technol-ogy to order this power ontology, to use Richardsons phrase (Richardson,1996, 2004)

A transhumanist sees the current state of the human in an evolutionarytransition, on a transitory journey from ape to human to posthuman, andthus its philosophy is called transhumanism

 In evolutionary theory, the creativeand chaotic forces of evolution throws up beings; that power ontologyachieves a new status in the human will, which then turns to order thechaos

metaphysical

The transhumanist metaphysical belief is that we human beings are on anevolutionary journey, from human to posthuman; those wise and smartenough to see and understand the transitory nature of human being are thustransitional humans

 And in theenframing of technology, natures creativity comes to be ordered by theforce of human willfulness

Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God711In its second definition of transhumanism, Bostrom (2003)10notes thattranshumanism is also about controlling technology

Michel Foucault

 As Heidegger notes, in the history of metaphysics the fourAristotelian causes have been thought of primarily in an instrumental way(Heidegger, 1977, 37)

subtle

Technology is instead a stance struck toward the world, a way of challengingthe world to produce things for us

current

words

 Tech-nology, here understood as Greek techne, is no mere means

contemporary

For us, technology reveals, but it reveals by challenging and coercing thatwhich is not present to us so that it comes into being for us

 Given the complexity of interpretingHeidegger, we would do well to take this journey with the assistance of one ofthe clearest interpreters of Heidegger, Iain Thompson

2007

Iain Thompson

 Again, Thompson translates Seienden as entities, where Stambaugh translates it as beings(Heidegger, 1969, 701)

3Metaphysicsas theology is concerned with the causa sui, the self-caused cause, theunmoved mover, the beingest of beings (Heidegger, 1969, 60; Thompson,2005, 15)

Heidegger claims then that prior to modern physics that entraps nature asthe calculable coherence of forces (Heidegger, 1977, 21), there is a stancealready struck toward the world, a stance that holds sway over nature

 (Thompson, 2005, 22)Thus, humans are beings that just happen to be, in this momentary stage ofbecoming, an evolutionary achievement

 On the ordering of things: Being and power in Heidegger and Foucault

 In other words, entities arealways at a stage of becoming; those entities that exist in the present arethose that have successfully survived by virtue of the creative forces thatsustain them in that momentary state
 The human will, an evolutionary achievement, turns to order thechaos of creative ontology, and thereby enacts an ordering theology

 Finally, in an attempt to avoid caricature, I shall also examine awriter who refuses the moniker of transhumanism, namely John Harris, evenwhile his philosophical stance is compatible with the kinds of enhancementthat transhumanists would deploy

own

 Henotes that even while technology is chronologically posterior to modern phys-ics, technology is prior to physics in the sense that the holding sway over whatpresents itself for human reckoning sets nature up in just this way

Leo Alexander

Rosamond Rhodes

 The philosophy of transhumanism seeks to order evo-lutionary becoming

technological

philosophy

 And this technological attitude,this enframing, I shall argue unfolds a political/ethical understanding aswell

political

Reich

 Heideggernames these two questions (1) the question of God and (2) the questionof the divine, respectively (Thompson, 2005, 15)

technology

This new stage of becominga culmination in the series of nondirectedcreative forcesresults in different creative possibilities, according to somerecent thinkers (Bostrom, 2005a, 203; Harris, 2007)

 Bishop706have no goal beyond their own self-augmenting increase (Thompson, 2005,22)
HEIDEGGER

Heideggers critique of Western metaphysics is that there are always twoanchor points that seek to secure the ground of being: ontology and theol-ogy (where theology here means the theology of the philosophers)

 In other words, ontology looks for the be-ing of entities beyond which no more basic entity can be discoveredJeffrey P

 This ordering power takes on a theological character inthe way that Heidegger means theology

 It is the usefulness of information to bringeffects in the world that already serves to morally, politically, and epistemo-logically justify the pursuit of knowledge in Bacons new empirical science

earth

research

 Thepowerful creative forces of our ontology are married to the powerful, andsubtle, forces ordered by social/political will

 Bostrom, who would elevatethe individual as somehow separate from the social and political, as well asabove the historical conditions of her possibility, seems to not understandthat cultural forces are internalized and as such animate and assist in theordering of the posthuman

To assure proper development and use of technology, Harris articulatestwo principles that should serve as boundaries for research and use of noveltechnologies

A central tenant of Darwinian evolutionary theory is the belief that throughselection, the creative power from whence the origin of species arises even-tually gets it right for the set of environmental circumstances within which itfinds itself as evidenced by the survival of the organism and its possibility toreproduce

 There can be little doubt that, for the natural philosophers of theearly-modern period, there was a certain democratic-ness about science

 As noted, for Bostrom what makes our eugenic pastso unpalatable was that governments, not individuals defined the telos

 What is clear is that per-haps we have all along been dealing not with bioscience or biomedicinegone awry due to bad politics, but perhaps we have seen and are seeinginstead the inevitable relationship between politics and science/technology,and that precisely because of the metaphysics of technology

Rhodes

 Evolutionarycreative poweror will to evolve (Young, 2005)seems to be the mostbasic unit beyond which no more basic unit can be found

First, if the Nazi scientists had gotten consent and could document that it wasfreely given, the research would have still been wrong, not because it violatedthe will of so many individuals; what is so appalling about Nazi experimenta-tion was not the violation of autonomy, but the violation of the life and dig-nity of its subjects for the perceived greater dignity of some future Aryan race

 Whereas Harris is by no means calls for a kind of con-scription, others, like Rosamond Rhodes, have been more bold in calling for participation in research aspart of the common good bequeathed to us by politically controlled institutions like the National Insti-tutes of Health (Rhodes, 2005)

 Becoming is essence or ontology; the moment of the return ofthe same is the highest moment in existence

 This viewpoint begs the question that if it were methodologicallysound science, would the Nazi human experiments have been somehowmore acceptable? Of course our answer is still no

 In order to avoid presentingtranshumanist thinking as a caricature, I shall only engage a few writings fromBostrom, because he attempts to engage, in good faith, those who wouldsee only the risk of enhancement technologies

history

Rae

 The greater power of the ordering forcemust be brought to bear on the chaotic forces

2) The study of the ramifications, promises, and potential dangers of technologies thatwill enable us to overcome fundamental human limitations, and the related study of theethical matters involved in developing and using such technologies (Bostrom, 2003, 2)

Francis Bacon

de Grey

 In fact, the story of rise of science and technology isintimately tied to the story of the rise of liberalism in the West

Differenz

 This shift in emphasis to ef-ficient causation changes the relationship among other causes, such that thetelos or final cause no longer enters into scientific description, but becomesJeffrey P

 Thompson has here synthesizes the thinking from several of Heideggers later works(Heidegger, 1961b, 64; Heidegger, 1969, 66/134)

 The new process of evolutionary change will replace natural selection withdeliberate selection, Darwinian evolution with enhancement evolution8(Harris,2007, 34)

 I shall turnto this notion of the ethical and the political in a moment, for it is here at thelevel of the ethical and the political that any real thought is given to technol-ogy by the transhumanists, but even here the ethical is still thought only ininstrumental terms as means

 To question the posthuman future is toquestion evolution and scientifically grounded ontology; to question theposthuman future is to question our liberty to become what we will

 Allthat we need are procedural restraints and to assure that each individual hasmorphological and reproductive freedom (Bostrom, 2005a, 206)

 Instead, technology participates in an epistemologicalcircuit; it is a stance struck toward the world

Bacon

challenging

In this essay, I shall attempt to evaluate transhumanism with the help ofMartin Heideggers critiques of metaphysics and technology and demon-strate that transhumanism instantiates a metaphysics as ontotheology

evolution

Harris and Bostrom seem to part company; for Harris, the public good ofour biotechnological future might dictate that the state can incentivize par-ticipation in research and we may in fact have good reason to promote re-search in a civilized society for the good of the many

 The cultural practices deployedby protestant ministers to encourage the hygienic and fit family (Rosen,2004; Hall, 2007) would surely qualify as information and public discussionof the benefits of designed selection

knowledge

 The new science exists to relieve the human estate (Bacon, 2000, 20,221/Book I, LXXIII, Book II, LII)

Eugenic philosophy was internalized by those individuals who looked theother way as human beings became the raw material, a human resource fora perceived greater human future

 Thus, the story goes that, withthe Third Reich, bad politics skewed the political neutrality of good science

modern

All that is, is artifice of the chaotic creative forces of becomingontology;we simply apply a greater force to order the chaostheology

Kant

cause

 ORDERING TECHNO-LOGICThe relationship between Heideggers early work on metaphysics and hislater work on technology should by now be somewhat clear in transhuman-ist philosophy
nature

 In other words, our his-tory of attributing final causes to the being of entities is in error

Darwin

 Nick Bostrom defines transhumanism as:1) The intellectual and cultural movement that affirms the possibility and desirabilityof fundamentally improving the human condition through applied reason, especiallyby developing and making widely available technologies to eliminate aging and togreatly enhance human intellectual, physical, and psychological capacities

world

resource

move

Nick Bostrom

enhancement

John Harris

 On the one hand, government incentivized participation inresearch might prevent our miserable interpretation of our self-interests toenhance evolution (Harris, 2007); yet on the other, government controlledenhancement may force upon us the unwanted enhancement of evolution,and its flip side of de-selection (Bostrom, 2005a)

The question is ambiguous; the two-fold nature of the question results intwo historically intertwined stalks (Thompson, 2005, 13)

 That means technological enframing is already grounded in anontotheology

theology

 Kant thinks theologically when he postulates the subject of subjectivity as thecondition of the possibility of all objectivity, as does Hegel when he determinesthe highest entity as the absolute in the sense of unconditioned subjectivity, that is,as outermost conditions on the possibility of intelligibility (Thompson, 2005, 1516;quoting Heidegger, 1961a, 208; Heidegger, 1969)

Thus, for Heidegger the history of metaphysics is a history of foundingontotheologies, which were unable to secure their own ground

indeed

public

control

Although the means of conducting research is certainly important, theproblem with Nazi research was that the good of society, the relief of thehuman estatethe telos of technology, the political will of societycouldnot be questioned

 Theology understood philosophically asks two subsid-iary questions about the being of things: What is that which is? asksboth (1) Which entity is in the supreme, paradigmatic, or exemplarysense? and (2) In what sense is it? (Thompson, 2005, 1415)

Foucault

Ontology searches for whatness, essence; theology searches for thatness,existence

 The earthnow reveals itself as a coal mining district, the soil as a mineral deposit(Heidegger, 1977, 14)

 Nor is technology the drive to some posthu-man who more greatly exceeds current humans than we humans exceedapes (Bostrom, 2003)

 Bodies, humans are transitory things ordered byTranshumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God717a human will with a greater telos; and like all transitory things, these thingswill become materials to achieve that goal

insofar

 However, this ontological creative force achieves, according toHarris, a new state in human history where evolution is no longer naturalselection with starts and stops, but deliberate selection (Harris, 2007, 3)

transhumanism

Thompson, in interpreting Heidegger, states:By codifying and disseminating an understanding of what things are, metaphysicsprovides each historical epoch of intelligibility with its ontological bedrock

 The will to power as creative and evolutionary force hasno robust telos toward which it is aimed (Richardson, 2004, 2635)

 In other words, there is the eternal circulationof power, with no culmination in being, just eternal becoming

appear

causes

 Rather than the essential force that creates, the essence of all becoming,Transhumanism, Metaphysics, and the Posthuman God707the human will seeks to order the creative forces with a greater orderingforce

 And this manifest destiny, this posthuman telos, this as yet un-achieved posthuman dignitywhether articulated as a public or privategoodis part of the enframing

creative

 For the science to be legitimate, it must first assurerobust informed consent; second, it must be constrained by the standards ofgood science; and third, science must be done for the good of society

 Thepolitical control of technology exists to assure things like just distribution ofits spoils and the proper use of the technology; that is to say, so long ascontrol does not get in the way of the particular goal of particular humansto achieve their highest telos as that person understands it, ethical and politi-cal controls are a good thing

Thus, I would argue implicit in both the political and natural philosophiesof the Enlightenment is the primacy of bringing effects into being, to controlthose entities for the good of humankind

 The story goes something like this: we must now, inour enlightened age, articulate our principles of governance to achieve theend

 All is eternal becoming whether by means of cha-otic and creative evolutionary forceontological poweror by the orderingforces of human will

5John Richardson calls this circulation of power Nietzsches powerontology and power biology (Richardson, 1996; Richardson, 2004,1213)

politics

 In-deed, the human will sees its own material being as raw material for the produc-tion of the posthuman, giving new meaning to human resources

 Biologically speaking, that force or power is bothsimilar to the Darwinian notion of selection, and also different from it,as Nietzsche wishes to distance himself from Darwin (Richardson, 2004,1165)

Transitional humans have achieved the point of new possibility:This new phase of evolution in which Darwinian evolution, by natural selec-tion, will be replaced by a deliberately chosen process of selection, the resultsof which, instead of having to wait the millions of years over which Darwinianevolutionary change has taken place, will be seen and felt almost immediate-ly

force

produce

Phusis

 Transhumanistphilosophies, in my estimation, are the coincidence of eternal and creativeforces of becoming just as they turn in the conscious moment towardcontrol, toward mastery

 The enframing is what allows the objects of tech-nology to emerge as possible objects and tools

1969

 This achievement is mediated through thedeployment of technology with all of its attendant powers (Harris, 2007,858)

evolutionary

 The ordering power is the theological arm of thismetaphysics, and for transhumanism the ordering power is the human order-ing, challenging forth to bring into being the posthuman

selection

 In short,I shall claim that transhumanism enacts a posthuman god, and that, as such,it deploys not only its metaphysics, qua ontotheology, but also its own ethicsand politics

 After all, humans arenotoriously bad at judging their own best interests and are often in need ofa society, that is the political apparatus, to do so for them (Harris, 2007,191200)

Zeit

Hegel

 In his book Heidegger on Ontotheology (2005), Thompsonadmirably distills Heideggers critiques and deconstructions of Western meta-physics and then shows how these deconstructions are related to Heideggerslater work on technology

 The thinkers thatwould produce the new rational and empirical sciences were, after all, also thefigures that produced the new political realities of the West

entity

 And its rationality is the logic of technology,to move us from human frailty into the realm of posthuman goods

 Although John Harris rejects the moniker transhumanist, his overall philosophical stanceappears indistinguishable from those, like Bostrom, who embraces the term (Harris, 2007, 389)

 Whether we like it or not, Nazi society was able to convince themajority of people that its political regime and the deployment of its researchagendas were for the good of society

 Some may even abandon thehuman body altogether and live as information patterns on vast super-fastcomputer networks (Bostrom, 2003, 6)

Seienden

 I claim that they deploy an ontology of powerand that they also deploy a kind of theology, as Heidegger meant it

power

It is here, in my opinion, the ontotheology of transhumanism does noteasily permit itself to be open to deep questioning about what counts asdesirable in our posthuman future

Bostrom

forth

 Yet, Heideggerscritique is deeper than saying that our uses of technology are animated byour metaphysical understandings about what things are

struck

 This ordering forcethis humanwill set to order the powers of creationis transhumanisms theology

 This story claims that if we are just more politically and philosophicallyvigilant, we can prevent the complete politicization of life

relationship

 with regard tothe supreme, all-founding entity (Thompson, 2005, 15)

 From here, Harris articulates a verypowerful conclusion that if research and the subsequent use of technologycan be bounded by these governing principles, one might be able to articu-late a civic obligation to participate in research and that indeed Rawlianfairness itself might require it

biopolitics

posthuman

 As Hubert Dreyfus notes, Foucault uses the term biopolitics ina way similar to Heideggers use of technology (Dreyfus, 1992, 812)

 I shall now show how the enframing notonly circumscribes what can appear as resource but also circumscribes theway those things that appear can be treated, but only insofar as the posthuman end is not questioned

 Leo Alexander, the American medical doctor and observer of theNuremberg trials, writes in his 1949 New England Journal of Medicine articlethat the Third Reich made medical science into an instrument of politicalpowera formidable, essential tool in the complete and effective manipula-tion of totalitarian control (Alexander, 1949)

 It takes the human as its origin and the posthuman as its telosevenwhile it is an ill-defined telos

 The problem, as Harris understands, is thatscience and technology are knowledge and all knowledge is of the general

 Transitional beings are reallydirected at some other higher good, whether ones own self-aggrandizementor that of a political power

 According to thequasi-libertarian political slant of key transhumanist figures, ends are de-liberated upon by individuals, means are deliberated upon by politics

 For transhumanists, then, humans, as thepinnacle of the creative forces to date, can attenuate their subjectivity to thephusis of creation

Martin Heidegger

 Here, however, the god of thesetranshumanist philosophers is the god that orders the creative power towarda new being, a new god, that is to say toward the posthuman

 Power circulates both biologically and politi-cally; power is directed toward some sort of political future made possiblethrough the creative powers of ontology/biology

ontology

Keywords: Heidegger, metaphysics, ontology, ontotheology,technology, theology, transhumanismEverywhere we remain unfree and chained to technology, whether we passionatelyaffirm or deny it

 All that is, is natural, natural resource, raw material forthe ordering force of the human will, the posthuman god

Heidegger thinks that, in the history of asking the question of what thingsare, we are asking two related questions: one is a question about the es-sence of the thing and the other is about its existence

 The biologicalachievement of the human brainthe human willbecomes also the indi-vidual or political power to order that biological material toward greaterposthuman heights

aging

To question the posthuman future is to question the theological groundingof transhumanism; to question the posthuman future is to question the posthuman god, a contemporary sacrilege

Heideggers interpretation of the recent history of metaphysics, wentsomething like this, according to Thompson:

 Yet, the turning ofpower in the human will to direct these creative evolutionary forces is thetheological grounding of our epoche

Richardson

 I have argued that the contemporary metaphysics, another ontothe-ology, is one of the circulation of power

information

understood

Stambaugh

 It should be noted that when Thompson quotes these passages, he has changed the translationoffered by Stambaugh, such that he replaces beings with the word entities (Heidegger, 1969,70/139)

Heidegger names this challenging forth as the Gestell, the enframing(Heidegger, 1977, 1923)

 This power ontology achieves anew stage in becoming in the evolutionary history of human becoming, amoment when a human can turn to order the creative and chaotic forces

The proponents of transhumanism wish to acknowledge that they desirenothing different than what religious traditions have sought for millennia,namely to transcend human limitation, to commune with the gods

assure

2003

scientific

Michel Foucault designates this relationship between bodies and politics(and the circulation of power within these two realms) a biopolitics

1977

science

Thus, modern technology is manipulation and manufacturing, but it isnever merely the application of physics and chemistry; for medicine, tech-nology is never merely the application of psychoneuropharmacology, or theuse of deep nerve stimulators, or in the future, the deployment of nanobots

Rosen

 As he points out in the Question Concerning Tech-nology, the rise of contemporary science has itself already struck a techno-logical attitude (Heidegger, 1977, 213)


